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At Manor Park we believe that high standards of behaviour 

should be maintained in and out of the classroom.  
To remind children of this we have our Code of Conduct which is 

displayed in all classrooms and around the school.  
Team Points are given to children who consistently demonstrate 

and abide by these and who set good examples to others.  

Does your child come home talking about Leaf Badges 
and Team Points?  

This leaflet aims to explain the various reward systems we 
have in place in our school to promote and reward good 
behaviour and learning, and how your child can achieve 

them.  

 

 



Team Points and Team Treats Marbles and Times Tables Awards 

 

 
Each class within the school belongs to a        
‘Team’- either Earth, Ocean or Sky. During the        
week the children collect Team Points for       
following our school Code of Conduct. These       
points are added together and the team with        
the most is celebrated during our Friday       
Celebration  Assembly.  
The team collecting the most points over a half         
term win our ‘Team Treat’ and are allowed to         
come to  school in their  home  clothes.  
Their team name is also displayed on the Team         
Trophy  in  the  hall for  the  following half term.  

 

Marbles are earnt as a whole class. If a class is seen            
walking sensibly around school, or eating their lunch        
sensibly in the hall, they can be awarded a Class          
Marble. Once a class has collected 15 marbles they         
receive a ‘treat’. This treat is decided by the class but           
may include things such as an art afternoon, an extra          
sports session  or bringing a  toy  in from home.  

 

Times Tables Awards are awarded for children       
learning and confidently recalling their Times Tables.       
The awards range from Bronze to Platinum Plus, with         
different times tables being learnt for each. An        
additional reward of a pencil, rubber or ruler is also          
given alongside each certificate.  

Celebration Certificate and Leaf Badges  Manor Park Reward Shop 

 

This year we have introduced our ‘Manor Park Shop’. Every          
class has a 5 tiered reward and sanction system. When a           
child reaches the top tier they will receive a ‘20p stamp’. Each            
child will have their own ‘Savings Book’. They will be able to            
collect the 20p stamps in their books for good learning and           
for trying  their best.  

Every Friday we hold a Celebration Assembly where children from          
each class are selected by their teacher to receive a Celebration           
Certificate. There are three different types of certificates; A         
Masterpiece Certificate , which is awarded for a one off piece of            
fantastic learning; A Value Certificate, for consistently demonstrating        
our school and DASP Values and a Learning Certificate which is           
received  for  demonstrating  the  characteristics  of a  good learner.  

Then each Friday the Manor Park Reward shop will be          
open! The children will be able to exchange the ‘money          
stamps’ they have collected for items in the shop such          
as bubbles, bouncy balls and keyrings. These items will         
be individually priced allowing children to consider if        
there is something  they would  like to save for. 
The aim of this new system is to reward children for           
individual achievements, to develop    
their number skills and to encourage      
them to think about saving and      
spending money.  

 
   

If your child receives each of these certificates in         
one academic year they will be awarded with a         
Leaf Badge. These are very hard to achieve and         
receiving one  is a  real cause  for  celebration!  

 


